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We give embeddings theorems for some quasi-Banach spaces constructed from 
couples of certain quasi-Banach spaces by the use of interpolation functors defined 
on the class of all quasi-Banach spaces. Applying these results for special spaces, 
which are generated by sublinear operators, in particular for HP spaces, 0 < p < co, 
we get the characterizations of interpolation spaces obtained by the interpolation 
method ( .). of Peetre. 0 1990 Academic Press, lnc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Many results of the Banach space interpolation theory remain valid in 
the case of quasi-Banach spaces. But in general the methods used in the 
Banach space case do not work in the quasi-Banach case. The main 
obstacle to a fully successful theory is the triviality of dual spaces of many 
interesting quasi-Banach spaces or failure of the maximum principle for 
some quasi-Banach spaces; see [20]. 
In this paper we investigate quasi-Banach J-spaces (generated by the 
universal parameters), in particular the well-known Lions-Peetre spaces 
A @, p, where 0 < 0 < 1, 0 < p < co and A is any couple of quasi-Banach 
spaces. Using some ideas given in [4] (cf. also [ 181) for the Banach 
spaces, we describe some J-space as the p-orbit spaces (see Theorem 3.2). 
This useful description allows one to obtain general embeddings theorems. 
Applying these results for the quasi-Banach spaces, which are generated by 
sublinear operators and quasi-Banach lattices we obtain interpolation 
theorems. In particular such results are given for the interpolation functor 
defined by Peetre in [ 191 (see also [ 11 I). 
Now we introduce some notation and definitions. 
A quasi-normed space is a vector space X with a quasi-norm x + llxll 
satisfying : 
(i) llxll > 0 for x # 0, 
(ii) llaxll = Ial llxll whenever a is a scalar and XEX, 
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(iii) I~.x, +.u,li dC,(llx,II + Ilx,ll) for all .r,, .Y~EX and some con- 
stant C, b 1. 
We call I/. /I a p-norm where 0 < p 6 1 if in addition 
(iv) (jx, + xJ( p d /(x1/( p+ ((x~[(~ for all x,, x2 E X. 
In this case we say that X is p-normed space. In fact we can always assume 
that the quasi-norm is p-norm for some p > 0. This is justified by the 
Aoki-Rolewicz theorem [22] that every quasi-norm is equivalent to a 
p-norm, where C = 2’lp ~ ‘. Precisely (see [3, Lemma3.10.11, [21], or 
[ 13, Theorem 1.31) the formula 
llxll, =inf{($, ll.dlp)‘;‘:~=~, -yk} 
defines p-norm on X such that for any x E X holds 
llxll I d I/XII d 4’lP IIXII . 
If 1) .)I is a quasi-norm (p-norm) on X defining a complete metrizable 
topology, then X is called a quasi-Banach space (a p-Banach space). 
Let us recall some notations from the interpolation theory. Mostly we 
follow Aronszajn and Gagliardo [2] and Bergh and Lijfstrijm [3]. 
A pair A = (A,, A ,) of quasi-normed (quasi-Banach, p-Banach) spaces 
is called a quasi-normed (quasi-Banach, p-Banach) couple if A, and A, 
are both algebraically and topologically embedded in some Hausdorff 
topological vector space (tvs). 
For a quasi-normed (quasi-Banach, p-Banach) couple A = (A,, A, ) we 
can form the sum C(A) = A,+A, and the intersection d(A) =A,nA,. 
They are both quasi-normed (quasi-Banach, p-Banach ) spaces (see [ 2 1 ] ), 
in the natural quasi-norms (p-norms) Ilallx=K(l,a;A) and llal/A= 
J( 1, a; A), respectively, where for any t E [w + = (0, co) 
and 
J(t,a;A)=max{llall.,, tIlalla,~~ aed( 
A quasi-normed space A is called an intermediate space-with respect to 
A if ~(A)G AGC (A). Here and in the sequel we let symbol 4 stand for 
continuous inclusion. 
Let A and B be any two quasi-normed couples. By .S?(A, B) we denote 
the quasi-normed (quasi-Banach, p-Banach, if B is a quasi-Banach, a p- 
Banach couple, respectively) space of all linear operators T: C (A) -+ C (B) 
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such that the restriction of T to the space Aj is a bounded operator from 
Ai into B;, i= 0, 1, with the quasi-norm (p-norm) defined by 
II TII A+B =max(IITllA,+B,,~ IITIIA,-B,)p 
where for quasi-normed spaces X, Y; IISII,, r=sup{ \lSxll r: Ilx11,6 1) for 
any bounded linear operator S: X + Y (if Xc Y and the inclusion map 
I: X+ Y is a bounded operator, i.e., for some c > 9, llxll y 6 c llxll x for every 
A: E X, then we write X 6 Y, if moreover Y r(’ X, we write X = Y). 
Let A and B be intermediate spaces with respect o A and B, respectively. 
The pair (A, B) is called an interpolation pair with respect to A and B if 
every operator from Z’(A, B) maps A into B. If A = B and Ai = B,, i = 0, 1, 
then A is called an interpolation space between A, and A, (or with respect 
to A). 
Let %? be a family of quasi-Banach couples from the class QB of all 
quasi-Banach couples. We say that P is an interpolation functor on 9? 
(interpolation functor if %? = QB) if for any X, YE %?, F(X) is a quasi- 
13anach space, intermediate with respect o X, and, for any T: X + Y holds 
for some constant C depending on the couples X and Y. If C may be 
chosen independently of X and Y, we say 9 is a bounded interpolation 
functor (on U). A functor 9 is said to be exact (on 9?) if C = 1. 
Aronszajn and Gagliardo [2] have given some useful construction of 
Banach spaces, produced by a special way from the family of Banach 
spaces satisfying some conditions. This construction works for the family of 
p-Banach spaces. Namely, let {Xi Ji, I b e an arbitrary system of p-Banach 
spaces such that for some p-Banach space Y continuously embedded in 
some tvs g, Xi 4 Y, i E I uniformly, i.e., X, 6 Y with sup{ ci: i E I} < 00. 
We define the joint as follows (cf. [a]): U iEIXi is the set of all XE~ 
such that there exists an admissible sum Cie, xi, where X,E Xi, 
Citl llxillf;,< ~0 and CLt, xi converge to x in g. Observe that from the 
properties of an admissible sum C xi it follows that card { i E I: xi # 0} < K,. 
The proof of the following useful Proposition may be omitted (see [Z] 
for p = 1). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let {Xi } iE t be an arbitrary family of p-Banach spaces 
such that X,c; Y, iE I, untformly for some p-Banach space Y continuously 
embedded in some Hausdorff tvs Y. Then the following hold: 
(a) Y ic, Xi is a p-Banach space under the p-norm defined by 
II-4 =inf{Eie~ IIXillf;,)l’p: x=CiE,xi(convergenceinY),xiEXi). 
(b) UJi.,X, tL’ Y, where c<sup{ci:i~I}. 
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PROPOSITION 1.2. Let X be a p-normed space, V a tvs, S: X + V u 
continuous linear operator. Define on S(X) the functional , IIvII,~,~, =
inf{ ji,xll x: Sx = v}. Then (S(X), 11. I/sCxj) is a p-normed (a p-Banach space if 
X is complete). 
For the proof see [23, Theorem l] 
2. MINIMAL INTERPOLATION FUNCTORS 
Let A and X be quasi-Banach couples, such that 9(A, X) # (0). 
Take an arbitrary element a # 0 of C (A). Following Aronszajn and 
Gagliardo [2], a space of all elements XEC (X) that may be written as 
x = Tu, where TE 9(A, X), is called the orbit of the element CI in X, and it 
is denoted by O,(a, X). If we put 
llxll OA(u.X)=inf{IITII~~A.x,: Ta=x), 
then for the linear operator S: 9(A, X) -+ C (X) defined by S(T) = Ta, we 
have 
/ISTll~~X,= /IT4z~X~~ IlTIIA~XI14~~A~~ (*I 
so S is a continuous operator. In consequence O,(a, X) is a quasi-Banach 
space (a p-Banach space, if Y is a p-Banach couple) by Proposition 1.2 and 
the Aoki-Rolewicz theorem. By (*) we get O,(a, X) 4 C (X). If we assume 
that C (A) has a total dual, then obviously d(X) 4 O,(a, X); moreover, it 
is easily seen that in this case O,(u, .) is an exact interpolation functor. 
In a classical paper [2], Aronszajn and Gagliardo introduced extremal 
interpolation functors defined on the category of all Banach couples. Now 
we will modify the definition of the minimal interpolation functor in such 
a way that it will be defined on the class of all p-Banach couples 
(0 < p < 1). Namely (in the sequel), let A be a couple of quasi-Banach 
spaces such that the quasi-Banach space C (A) has the total dual, and let 
A be a nontrivial quasi-normed space such that A 4 C (A). Fix some 
0 < p < 1. Then for any quasi-Banach couple X, we define the p-orbit space 
G,,.(A, X) as follows: XE G,,.(A, X) if x=C,“=i T,u, (convergence in 
C(X)), where T,E=%% XL a,,~4 and IX,“=, (IITnIl.,X I141A)p~ 00. We 
Put 
llxllc,=inf z (IITnIIA+~Ila,lIA)P 
( > 
IlP 
, 
,, = I 
where the inlimum is taken over all admissible representations of x. Clearly 
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II . II Gp is a p-norm on G,,.(A, X). Note that in the case when A, X are 
Banach couples and A is a p-Banach space, the space G,,.(A, X) was 
investigated in [ 171. 
The following Proposition (the proof is similar as in the Banach case, 
cf. [Z, 31; for completness ake we give a proof) gives more information 
about the p-orbit space. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let X be a couple of p-Banach spaces. Then the follow- 
ing hold: 
(a) G,,.,(A, X) is a p-Banach space, intermediate with respect to X. 
(b) G,,.(A, X)q F(X) for any interpolation functor 9 such that 
9(X) is a p-normed space and A 4 8(A). 
(c) G,*(A, ‘) is the interpolation functor on the class of all p-Banach 
couples. 
Proof (a) Suppose A c C (A), then O,(a, X)ciC (X) for any 
aES,,,= {aEA: Ilall,=l} by (*). Since C(X) is a p-Banach space it is 
easily verified that U atSa O,(a, X) = G,.(A, X), so Proposition 1.1 
applies. 
(b) Assume that F is the interpolation functor such that F(X) is a 
p-normed space and A 6 F(A). Take E > 0, and let x = c,?= I Tjaj 
(convergence in C (X)) with 
f (IITII 
,=l 
, a-xlla,llA)p)l’p~ Ilxllcp+~. 
Since aj E A and Tj E Y(A, X), j6 N, so 
II~~~~lI~~x~~~~II~~ll~-xIl~~ll~~~~~~~~II~~II~~xIl~~lla~ 
by interpolation and A 4 F(A). Hence, for c’ = c1 c 
f IITjajI/$(x) 
j= I 
Since F(X) is a p-Banach space, so c,“= I Tjaj E F(X). Thus x E F(X) by 
F(X) 4 C (X). Consequently, G,,.(A, X) 4 F(X) by the last inequalities, 
and the proof is finished. 
The proof of (c) is obvious. 
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3. J AND K SPACES 
In this section we give some useful technical results needed in the sequel. 
We give first some notation and definitions. 
Let (L, < ) be a vector lattice. A linear subspace X of L is called an ideul. 
if it is solid, i.e., Ix/ < 1.1’1 for VEX imply XEX. 
A quasi-normed (a quasi-Banach) space (X, // /I ) which is, in addition. 
a vector lattice and llxll d (I ,rl/ whenever 1.x < I yl, then we say that X is a 
quasi-normed (a quasi- Banach ) lattice. 
An ideal E of vector lattice L = (L, 6 ) is called a quasi-normed (a ouasi- 
Banach) lattice of L, if (E, < ) is a quasi-normed (a quasi-Banach) lattice. 
Let (a, 11) be a measure space with p complete and a-finite. As usual, by 
Lo = L”(R, p) we denote the F-space of all equivalence classes of p- 
measurable real valued functions defined and finite p-a.e. on $2, equipped 
with the topology of convergence in measure on p-finite sets. If 52 = Z is the 
set of integers and p is the discrete measure on Z with ,u( { v}) = 1, G E Z, 
then Lo is the F-space of all scalar sequence (with the topology of coor- 
dinatewise convergence) which is denoted by w. 
Recall that if X and Y are quasi-Banach lattices of Lo, then XC Y 
implies that the inclusion map is continuous (by the closed graph theorem 
and the well-known fact, X, YG Lo). 
Throughout the paper let cp be a nonnegative, continuous, and non- 
decreasing function defined on [0, co) such that ~(0) = 0, cp( t) > 0 for t > 0 
and cp(kr) < cp( t)/2 for some k < 1 and all t > 0. The function cp and positive 
sequence u’ = {w,,} E o generate the weighted Orlicz sequence space l,(w) 
defined by 
l,(w)= {a= {cx,}E~:m V,M.(rCI)< 00 for some r>O), 
where m(a) =m,,,V(cr) = CF= ~ 3c cp(lcr,,j w,,). The space I,(w) is a quasi- 
Banach lattice of w with the quasi-norm defined by 
IIIy(I = inf{r > 0: m&a/r) < I }. 
If cp( t) = tP, 0 < p < cc we write l,(w) instead of I,(w) and if w = { 1 }, I, 
instead of I,(w). Since I, 4 I, if 0 < p < 1, so 
for any quasi-concave function p defined on [w,, i.e., O<p(s) < 
max( 1, s/t) p(t) for all s, t > 0. 
Let f,, 0 < p d cc denote the couple (I,, I,,( (2 -“I)). A quasi-normed 
lattice E of w is called a (p, J)-nontrivial, 0 < p < 1 (cf. [ 16]), if 
Ec;C (Z,)=l,({min(l, 2-‘)}). 
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In what follows let (0) # @ be a (1, J)-nontrivial lattice of w with the 
quasi-norm (1. I(@. Let A be a quasi-Banach couple. By J,(A) (cf. [7]) we 
denote the space of all a E C (A), which can be represented in the form 
a= f a,, a, E d(A) (convergence in 1 (A)) 
,’ = ,m 
with (5(2”, a,; A)} E @. Define the map II.11 by 
llall = inf II {5(2”, a,.; A)}II@: a= f 
y= --cc 
We say that (J,(A), II.II) is the J-space if it is the quasi-Banach space, 
A quasi-Banach lattice E of o is called K-nontrivial (cf. [ 163) if 
For such a lattice E and a quasi-Banach couple A, we define K-space A, 
consisting of all agx (A) such that (K(2”, a; A)} E E. Put llallA5= 
II{KV’,a;A))IIE. 
Remark 3.1. (See [ 161). For any K-nontrivial lattice E and p > 0 we 
have (f,),ci E by Ic(,I 6 K(2”, U; f,) for c1 E C (i,), v E Z. Moreover, for any 
(p, J)-nontrivial lattice F we have Fc JF(fp) with IIc(I/~~~~,, < liallF for 
a= {c(~} E F by a =C,“= ~a ave,, (convergence in 2 (f,)), where e,= 
~~~~~~~ z for v E Z, and 5(2”, e,,; 1,) = 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that X is a couple of p-normed quasi-Banach 
spaces and that @ is a (p, J)-nontrivial lattice of o. Then the following hold: 
(4 JAW 6 G,,IpW, Xl, 
(b) If J,(X) is a p-Banach space under an equivalent p-norm on 
J,(X), then 
G,,&R X) = J,(X). (**I 
In particular (**) holds isometrically if J,(X) is a p-Banach space. 
Proof. (a) Let xeX=J,(X), and let E>O. Then x=C~=~~X,,, 
x,~d(X) (convergence in C (X)) and 
Put 
ll{JV’,~,;W)Il,< Ilxll,+~. (1) 
Ta=T{a,}= c a, 
,,.y,+,, JG”, -~a,; Xl xv 
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for c( E x (f,,). It is easily verified that T: 1, + X and 11 Til ,P _ x < 1 by X is a 
p-Banach couple. Since T( (J(2”, x,,; X)}) =x, thus x E G,,,r(@, X) and 
II&,G II~ll,,~xlliJ~~“,~,~;~~}ll~~ II-41x+& 
by (1). Consequently X 6 G&Q, X). 
(b) Without loss of generality we can assume that X= J@(X) is a 
p-Banach space. Let x E G,,,p(@, X) and x = Ta, where T: I, -+ X and 
c1= {a,} E @. Since cI = 1:: ~o(, aYe,, (convergence in x(1,)), so 
x=Ta= f cc,,T(e,,)= f x,, (convergence in 1 (X)), 
v= -3c I’ = ~ E, 
where x, = ~1, T(e,), v E L. Observe that x, E d(X) and 
42”~~; XI = Id JV”, RI; XI < b,/ IITllr,,+ x, v E z. 
Hence II{J(2”, x,,; X)}ll@< liaII@ I(TI/,p+x, and in consequence XE:X with 
IbllxG IITII,,~xll~ll~. (2) 
NOW, let x E G,,,p(@, X), and let E > 0. Then x = Cz=, T,a, (convergence 
in C(X)), where T, E Y(l,, X), x, E @ and 
(3) 
For x, = T,cc,, n E N we have x = C,“=, x, (convergence in C (X)), x, E X, 
and 
by (2) and (3). Since X= J,(X) is a p-Banach space, so x = I;=, x, EX by 
Xci C (X) (by (a) and Proposition 2.1(a)). Thus 
Hence G,,,p(@, X) G X, and the proof is finished by (a). 
Now we give applications of the Theorem 3.2. For this we need delini- 
tions. A quasi-normed lattice @ of w is said to be the J-universal parameter 
(the universal parameter), if @ is (p, J)-nontrivial for any p E (0, l] and JQ 
is an exact interpolation functor (@ is the J-universal parameter and 
K-nontrivial). 
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The class of all nondecreasing functions f: Iw, + Iw, such that 
f(t) = sup,>0 (f(st)/Y( )) s < co for every t >O is denoted by 99. The 
Matuszewska-Orlicz indices af and pr of the function f are defined by (see 
L-151) 
ln.f(t) 
u/=02;,Int= 
lim lnf(t) 
t-o+ In t ’ 
The indices olr and B,- satisfy 0 d ccf< Pr< co. We say that f E go if f E 9J and 
o<+pr< 1. 
Remark 3.3.(a). It is easy to see that Qi is the J-universal parameter if 
J,(X) is a quasi-Banach space intermediate with respect to any quasi- 
Banach couple X and @ CL’ J&I,) for any PE (0, l] (c = c(p)) by 
Remark 3.1. 
(b) If Q, is the universal parameter, then X,GJ,(X) for any quasi- 
Banach couple X by Lemma 2.4 in [ 161 and the AokiiRolewicz theorem. 
(c) Iffs a, then for any E > 0 there exists a C(E) > 1 such that 
f(t) <f(t) < C(E) max(ttij’,“, #f+‘). 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let Qo, CD,, and Q, be the J-universal parameters and 
let X be any couple of quasi-Banach spaces. Then the following hold: 
(a) J,(X) 4 F(X) for every interpolation ,functor 9 with @ 4 9(1,) 
for any p E (0, 11. 
(b) J,(X) 4 F(J,,(X), J,,(X)) for every interpolation functor 9 for 
which @ 4 4(Qo, Q1). 
Proof. (a) We can assume that X and (J,(X), 9(X)) are p-Banach 
couples for some 0<p<min{p,,p,,q,,q,), where 2”fi-‘=Cx,, i=O, I, 
2’lY0- 1 = c Ja(xj, and 2”y1-1 = C,(x, by the Aoki-Rolewicz theorem, so 
(a) follows from Theorem 3.2(b) and Proposition 2.1(b). 
(b) If we put PI(X) = Y(J,,,(X), J,,(X)) then F1 is interpolation 
functor such that 
for any p E (0, 11, so (a) applies. 
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let (Pi, 0 < p < co, be a function defined by q,(t) = 
cp( t’lP) for t > 0, and let @ = I,( l/p), where p E go. Then the following hold: 
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(a) The space @ is u (p, J)-nontrivial quasi-Banach lattice qj W. 
provided the function (p,, is equivalent to a convex ,function or to a concave 
,function. 
(b) The Caldercin operator Q,: C (1,) + (I) defined bj 
is bounded in @‘, provided ‘pP is equivalent to a convex function or to a con- 
cave function with CI, > 0. 
(c) If @ is a K-nontrivial lattice and ‘pP is a convex function for some 
0 < p < 1, then X, is u p-Banach space for any p-Banach couple X, moreover 
X, = J,(X) and (l,,), = @. 
Proof. (a) Since p E .910, p,(t) = t/p(t) E gO. In consequence 
0 0X (min(1, t/s) p(s))‘:)“’ zp(t), 
and 
is 
3c (min(1, s/r)/~(s))‘:)“~2 l/p(t), t>o 
0 
for any r > 0 by [ 14, pp. 80, 811. This easily implies 
A,(t)= f (min(1, t2 ‘)p(2’))‘zp(t)‘, (4) 
, = ~ IX, 
B,(t)= f (min(1, 2’/t)/p(2’))‘% l/p(t)‘, t > 0. (5) 
,=-cc 
Without loss of the generality, we assume that ‘p,, is a convex function on 
[w + for some p > 0. Let c( = { ctj} E @, then m(&/A) d 1 for some I > 0. Hence, 
for C= A,(l) we have 
‘pp C ‘kp f 
( 
(min(l,2-‘) 
/= -m 
IclJl)‘) 
,< C ’ 5 (min( 1, 2-j) ~(2’))~ cp( lo(,[/Ap(29) 
j= -m 
<p(l)PC~‘llt(cI/Iz)<C, 
by Jensen’s inequality and by min(1, l/2’) ~(2’) <p(l). Since 11511z~rP, z 
CC,“= --a, (min(L 2-‘)15,l) 1 P “p for {EC (f,), so @cc (f,), and thus 
@ 4 C (1,) by the closed graph theorem. 
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If ‘pP is a concave function, then ‘pP is subadditive on [w +. Hence, for 
a= {M~~)E@ and A>0 such that m(cr/A)<l we obtain 
( 
1 
(pp 
f (min(1, 2P91ajj)P dcp, 
PPW,= pm > ( 
,=tx (l~jlinP(2i))p) 
so @ciC Cl,,. 
(b) Let wj,, = [min(l, 2’-‘) p(2’)/p(2”)lp, a, = C,E _ Ix: wjy and 
b,=C,“=-, wj,, for j,v~Z. By (4) and (5) we get O<a,, b,dc for all 
v,~EZ and some c. Take E>O and CX= {cz~)E@. Then for II= Ilallo+s we 
have m(a/i) < 1. Suppose that (pP is a convex function on [w + , then by con- 
vexity and by Jensen’s inequality we obtain 
= c cplbjcp( Ictjl/ip(2j)) d m(cx/A) d 1. 
Thus IlQ,(a)ll G 6 c’Ip llall e as E is arbitrary. 
If ‘pP is a concave function with CX, > 0, then clVP = p -~ ‘c(~ > 0. Take E > 0 
such that q=p-‘(a,-E)>O, then 
Oi= f cPptwjvlc) < C(E) f (W,,,/C)” 
= C’ 2 (min( 1, 2”-j) p(2j)/p(2yy-& 
by Remark 3.3(c) (wi,/c < 1). Hence, supje L Dj d 1 for sufficient large c by 
(5). For this c, c( = {cI,} E@ and ;1> /Ic(IIG we get 
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This implies that IIQJa)ll Q 6 c’Ip llallQ, and the proof of (b) is finished. 
(c) Let X be a p-Banach space and let @ be a K-nontrivial lattice. If ‘p,, 
is a convex function, then Sz, is a bounded operator in @ by (b). Thus 
equalities X, = J,(X) and J,(f,) = @ follow from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 in 
[16] and by Remark 3.1. The proof that X, is a p-Banach space easily 
follows from the following facts : I,( l/p) is a p-Banach lattice (by lVp,( l/p) 
is a Banach lattice) and C(X) is a p-Banach space. The proof is finished. 
The following corollary gives examples of the universal parameters. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let the function cp be such that 0 < CI, 6 fl,+, < o and let 
@ = I,( l/p) with p E go. Then the following hold: 
(a) @ is a K-nontrivial lattice which is (p, J)-nontrivial for any 
p E (0, clV) v (fiVp, co), in particular @ is the universal parameter if 1 < c(,. 
(b) If c(, = B, = r and the function q,(t) = cp(t”‘), t >0 is equivalent to 
a convex or to a concave function, then @ is a (p, J)-nontrivial lattice of w 
and (I,,), = @for any p > 0. 
Proof: Since 0 < rxV 6 /I,,, < cc and p E gO, thus 
s 
x 
0 
cp(min(L t)lp(t)) f < = 
by [14, pp. 80, 811. Hence, we get that Q, is a K-nontrivial lattice. If 
p~(b,, co), then O<c(,~=p~‘c~,dp~‘p~==~~< 1, so ‘p,, is equivalent to 
a concave function by [ 14, p. 821. If p E (0, CC,), then 1 < a,+ < b,, < co, and 
(pp is equivalent to a convex function, so Proposition 3.5 applies. The proof 
(b) is obvious by (a) and Proposition 3.5. 
Remark 3.7. If p ~~~ and v(t) = tY, o<q<co, then by 
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Corollary 3.6(b) it follows that @ = I,( l/p) is a K-nontrivial lattice, which 
is the universal parameter; moreover, 
for any 0 < p < cc. It is easy to see that the above statements are also true 
for q = co. Observe that for p(t) = t’, 0 < f3 < 1, the above equality follows 
from Theorem 56.1 in [3]. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
In this section we shall give applications of the results of Sections 2 and 
3 for the interpolation functor (.)e, defined by Peetre in [ 191 (see also 
[Ill]). Let X=(X,, X,) be a quasi-Banach couple. Recall that XE (X),, 
0 < tJ < 1, if there is a sequence {x,},,, p of elements x, E d(X) such that 
x= f x, (convergence in 1 (X)) 
y= -m 
and for every finite subset Fc Z and every real sequence [ = { <,} E o with 
I(,1 < 1 we have 
with C independent of F and 5. (X), is a quasi-Banach space with the 
quasi-norm llxll B = inf C. 
In what follows, the space X, is denoted by X,, if @= Z&l/p), 
O<q~co,andpE~~.Inaspecialcasewhenp(t)=te,O<e<1,weobtain 
Lions-Peetre space X,, y (see [ 31). 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let X be a couple of quasi-Banach spaces and let 
Pi~%J, o<f3<1, O<q,<co, i=O, 1. Denote pO=p~~‘p~, l/q= 
(1 -S)/q0+8/q,. Then 
X PO,4 mw7,~ TJ,.,, )0. 
Proof. From the Theorems 2.4 and 2.5 in [lo] it follows that 
~,(llp,)= (~,,(llpo), ~q,(ll~I))B. Clearly, pe~B,,, SJ by kmark 3.7 and 
Corollary 3.4(b) we obtain the desired inclusion. 
Next we describe an interpolation space (A),, when A is a special 
quasi-Banach couple. 
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Let S be a mapping, defined on a vector space X, taking values in a 
vector lattice (L, < ). We say that S is sublinear operator, if 
and 
IS( = IAl ISxl (x E X, %-scalar). 
In the sequel, let E = (E,, E,) be a couple of quasi-Banach lattices of a 
Dedekind complete vector lattice L = (L, < ) (see [ 1 ] for definition). 
Let X = (X0, X,) be a couple of quasi-Banach spaces. Assume that a 
quasi-Banach space X and a quasi-Banach lattice E of L are such that 
(X, E) is an interpolation pair with respect to X and E, which satisfies 
for any XEX and TE~(X, Y) with IIT/I,,,dCi, i=O, 1. 
The proof of the following theorem (the same as in [S] for 
L = L”(Q, C, ,u), cf. also [ 121) follows from the Hahn-Banach-extension 
theorem (see [ 1, Theorem 2.11). 
THEOREM 4.2. Let S he a sublinear operator of 1 (X) into a Dedekind 
complete lattice L, such that IISxll,,d Ci/Ixllx, (,j=O, 1). Then S: X+ E and 
lIw.~~c(co, C,)Ilxllx 
for all x E X. 
In what follows let X be a Hausdorff tvs, and let S: ?E -+ L be an injective 
sublinear operator. Define two quasi-normed spaces by 
D(S, &I= {x~x: II~llncs,E;,= llSxll~,< a)> i=o, 1. 
We say that E= (E,, E,) is an S-admissible couple if D(S, E)= 
(D(S, E,), D(S, E,)) is a nontrivial quasi-Banach couple. If, additionally 
WS, E), = D(S, E,) 
for some K-nontrivial lattice @, we say that E is (S, @)-commutative. 
Remark 4.3. Observe that for any K-nontrivial lattice @ we have 
WS, E) L D(S, E,) 
by the obvious inequality K(t, Sx; E) < K(t, x; D(S, E)) for any 
x E D(S, E,) + D(S, E, ) and t > 0. 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let E be an S-admissible quasi-Banach couple. Then, 
for any interpolation functor 9 
$(D(S, E)) CL’ D(S, 9(E)), 
where c = c(F) (= 1 tf 9 is an exact interpolation functor). 
Proof Let x E X= F(D(S, E)). Since S: D(S, Ei) + E, with llSyll E, < 
II Yll D(s,E,) for Y E WS, E,), i=O, 1, so SXE~(E) and Ilxljocs,YT(Ejj= 
/ISx/I,,(,) < c llxll x by Theorem 4.2, and the proof is finished. 
From Corollaries 4.4 and 3.4(b) and Remark 3.3(b) we easily obtain the 
following : 
COROLLARY 4.5. Let @ = (@,,, Q1) be a couple of the universal 
parameters, and let E be a (S, Qi), i = 0, 1, commutative couple. If 9 is an 
interpolation functor such that J,(D(S, E)) is a quasi-Banach space, where 
CD = F(m), then the following hold: 
(a) D(S, El, 4 ~UW, Eb,,, DC5 EL,) G WS, F(E,,, E,,)). 
(b) p”l(o(S, Go), WS, E,,)) = WS, EFce)), provided E is (S, @) 
commutative and 9(E,,, E,,) 4 E,-(WI. 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let an injective sublinear operator S: 3E + Lo be such 
that the couples (Lqo, Lyl) are (S, 1,(2 ~ “‘))-commutative, provided l/q = 
(l-B)/q,+0/q,, O<q,,q,<oo, andO<e<l. Then 
<as, LPO), ws, L”‘)>o = D(S, L,), 
where l/p=(l-8)/po+8/p,forO<p,,p,<as andO<e<l. 
Proof Let 0<q,<p,<p,<q,<oo. Take 0,,0,~(0, 1) such that 
l/p, = (1 - e;)/q, + ei/ql, i = 0, 1. Let l/p = (1 - 0)/p, + e/p,, 0 < 8 < 1, then 
( (L4”? LY’ )e,, p. > (L%, Lq’)8,,p,)B = (LPO, LP’ jH = LP 
and 
(LYO, LY’) (~po(2-~'"o),1,,(2-'01))" = (LYO, WIp(2-y 
= (LY”, Lql)l,p = LP 
for A = (1 - 0) 8, + 88, by Theorem 5.5.1 in [3] and Theorem 2.4 in 
[lo]. Put @i=1p,(2p”81), i=O, 1, E=(LYo, Ly’) and S=(.),, thus 
Corollary 4.5(b) applies, and the proof is finished. 
Let Y = Y( KY) be the Schwartz class of rapidly decreasing functions, 
409/147:2-S 
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Y’ the dual space of tempered distributions. Fix a function Ic/ E,‘Y with 
j$W= 1. F or a distributionf’E Y’, setJ’+((x) = SUP,,~ I$, * .f(,u)l for 
“, where $,(x) = t-~“$(x/t), and say that J‘E HP if Il,f‘II(I,, := 
Ilf' II L,P <cc. It is shown in [9] that the HP classes so defined do not 
depend on the choice of Ic/, and are isomorphic to the usual HP Hard!, 
space on 6X”. 
Fefferman, Riviere, and Sagher [S] have shown that (HP”, Hpl)e,p = HP, 
l/p=(l-B)/p0+~/p,,0<B<1.Now,ifweputX=,40’,Sf=f+ forfEX, 
then we get HP = D(S, Lp) = (D(S, LP”), D(S, Lpl))O,p, by the well-known 
result (Lpo, Lp*)o,P= Lp (see [3, Th eorem 5.5.11). Applying Corollary 4.6 
we obtain the following: 
COROLLARY 4.7. Let l/p=(l-0))lp,+8/p,, O<p,,p,<ccl, 0~0~1, 
then ( Hpo, HP’ >,, = HP. 
Similar applications as in [6] for the extended A. P. Calderbn method of 
complex interpolation can be made to give interpolation theorems for HP 
spaces on product domains, weighted HP spaces, Besov spaces. Tribe1 
spaces, etc. 
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